
To Math 1010 Instructors 

Spring semester 2013 

 

 

Thank you for teaching Math 1010.  Please read and be aware of all the following.  As last semester, 

the Math Department is allowing students that are performing poorly in M1010 the option to transfer 

into the Developmental Math Emporium within the first 6 weeks of the semester (see below for more 

details).  Also, as instituted last semester, instructors are expected to adhere to the department’s official 

calculator policy and test remedy policy (see below for both).   

 

 

MATH EMPORIUM TRANSFERS:  Once again this semester, the math department is allowing 

students that are performing poorly in M1010 the option to transfer into the Developmental Math 

Emporium within the first 6 weeks of the semester.  This is solely the choice of each individual 

student.  If they deem it wise to (re-) complete all the modules of the Emporium before they attempt to 

go on in M1010, then they may transfer out of M1010 and into the Emporium up through February 

19
th

.  No transfers will be allowed after that date.   

Once students have successfully passed all modules of the Emporium, they may again re-register for 

M1010 and take the complete course from the beginning.  Encourage any student that you think may 

benefit from becoming more familiar with prerequisite material to take advantage of this opportunity 

(especially once you have obtained results from your first exams).  Interested students will need to fill-

out the transfer form and directly submit it to the Mathematics Chairwoman, Suzanne Mozdy, by the 

above deadline.  The transfer forms are available online at 

slccmathdepartment.yolasite.com.  

Follow the links “Spring 2013” and then “Math 1010.”  Either include copies of these transfer forms 

with your syllabi that you handout to students or direct them where to find these online (it may be 

desirable to carry a few with you to class every day until the deadline has passed). 

 

POLICIES AND OLD IMPORTANT PHILOSOPIES:  Math 1010 exams, including the final exam, 

are written to assess a student’s “stand-alone” elementary working knowledge of mathematical course 

content, not what a student can produce with technological assistance, books, notes, etc.  Exams that 

would be written intending use of, say, technology, would be of much greater length and difficulty (as 

problems usually are in the world outside of the classroom).  Have students keep firmly in mind that we 

are testing their (developing) ability to reason validly within specifically controlled and targeted 

contexts. 

 

At least most of us are aware of the tendency to abuse technology and misrepresent its use (often 

merely pushing buttons) as a disguise for acquired knowledge and understanding (just because it can 

lead to some answer).  Prohibiting the use of graphing/programmable calculators on exams will help to 

eliminate this and yield exam scores that more accurately reflect what we are meaningfully trying to 

measure (what a student understands and knows).  As instructors, be prepared to professionally counter 

any student sentiment that is missing the simple point of being able to demonstrate independent and 

valid content thinking on exams.  I have personally prohibited the use of graphing/programmable 

http://slccmathdepartment.yolasite.com/


calculators on exams in all my classes for the last two years with a student reception that has been at 

least nonnegative.   

 

Certain homework problems and/or projects may require the use of a graphing calculator, Excel, Maple, 

etc.  These help familiarize students with current modern forms of related technology and how to use 

them.  The continued and developing use of technology is important, of course, but the ability to 

independently think reliably well in relatively simple and trite circumstances is of primary importance 

and focus here.       

  

The following calculator exam policy is easily defended.   

 

CALCULATOR EXAM POLICY:  A scientific calculator is required from time-to-time for 

approximation of radicals and logarithmic expressions, etc.  Use of calculator graphing features 

will not be emphasized on exams.  It is a departmental policy in the Math 1010 course that a 

programmable/graphing calculator will not be allowed on any in class quiz, exam or the 

final exam.  Prohibited calculators include the TI83, TI84, TI86, TI89, TI92, TI-Nspire, HP 

48SX, HP 48GX, etc., as well as other models and brands. Students are expected to be able to 

perform basic calculations, such as addition of fractions or finding exact values, without a 

calculator.  While some homework problems and projects may require the use of a graphing 

calculator or software package, questions on in-class exams will test basic facts that must be 

understood.  Your performance will be measured primarily on your understanding of the 

concepts and your competency to perform valid symbolic manipulations rather than your ability 

to exploit technology to get answers.  Full credit will only be awarded on exam questions 

only when answers are justified by a legible and deductively correct argument.   

 

A current example of an acceptable scientific calculator is the TI30.  It is the instructor's 

prerogative to give tests or portions of tests that do not even allow a scientific calculator. 

 

In addition, a cell phone/PDA or any device capable of connecting to the internet may not 

be utilized on any in-class quiz, exam or on the final exam. 

 

 

 

The Final Exam Format:  The M1010 departmental comprehensive final exam is not all multiple 

choices.  Once again, the final exam will begin with 10 mandatory multiple choice questions, followed 

by 10 mandatory show your work questions, and concludes with “10 choose 5” show your work 

questions (the same format as the college algebra final exam).  Make sure to let students know the 

format of the final exam (it is posted on the syllabus too).  Past M1010 final exam questions from 

recent years (in the review packets) serve as good representative practice questions as students review 

and prepare for the final exam.  Students should focus on working past final exam problems as if all 

questions are show your work. 

 

 

 

The following test remedy policy is simply put forth to help preserve standards, merits, and the 

accuracy and integrity of a student’s exam grade as it reflects their knowledge and performance in our 

mathematics courses at SLCC.  If you are like me, and offer no test remedies whatsoever, then the test 



remedy policy will be of no consequence to you and your students.  However, if you will provide any 

sort of test remedy, then you must adhere to the following. 

 

TEST REMEDY POLICY:  Testing is an assessment of a student’s knowledge of the material 

without books, notes or outside help (unless specifically allowed for everyone on certain tests, 

i.e. a table of values given to all).  Therefore any “test remedies,” i.e., opportunities to earn 

some “points back” on tests, should also be done under the same conditions.  Any take-home 

remedies such as correcting mistakes can give students points in another category such as 

homework or part of their 3% allowed extra credit, but SHOULD NOT be added to the 

student’s test score.  NO TEST REMEDIES whatsoever are allowed on the final exam. 

 

As a minimum, if points are to be given back on a test, the new test/quiz must be given under 

proctored conditions.   

*   The questions on the proctored test/quiz cannot be the same questions from the test. 

*   It is up to the instructor as to the format of the test  

§  How many questions 

§  How long students have to complete 

*   It is also up to the instructor as to how much credit to give back on the test within the       

following guidelines: 

§  At most 50% of the original points missed - must get the question completely 

correct 

§  At most 25% of the original points missed - the question does not have to be 

completely correct 

*   The proctored test/quiz must be given before the next test 

*   Only one test remedy allowed per test 

  

Additional suggestions: 

*   If a student makes a mistake on an test: 

§  Have them show what they did wrong – correct mistakes 

§  Fix it – explain in detail and complete sentences what they did wrong, show 

all necessary steps to get to the correct answer. 

§  Prove it! – proctored quiz or test, must meet criteria above. 

*   As a “ticket” to be allowed the right to try for points back, students should show up 

front that they have properly prepared for the test 

§  Have students come to review day with a test they created with at least one 

question per objective. 

 

FAMILIAR AGENDA:  As is standard policy of SLCC, every general education class, which includes 

Math 1010, will be assigning a signature assignment for students to include in their e-Portfolios.  

Each of your students will post at least one class project into their personal e-Portfolio.  This may be 

completed individually or as a group, but each student will need to post a project and write their own 

reflections at the end.   

 

You are not responsible for teaching students to set-up or use their e-Portfolio (various related URLs 

are listed on the course syllabus for students).  The projects, which at present, are the same as last 

semester, are available on the math departmental web page (this URL is given on the departmental 

syllabus too).  Direct them to the information in the departmental syllabus for more details.  You do 

need to verify that the assignment has been placed into the e-Portfolio.  It is recommended that you 



make this a requirement necessary for them to even receive a grade for the project.  Also, if there is a 

particular project that as an instructor you do not “enjoy,” then simply only assign the specific projects 

that you would like students to complete. 

 

As always, note all the departmental policies, e.g., the grading policies (final exam score < 60% implies 

course grade ≤ D) and the mandatory final exam information in the departmental syllabus, etc.  In 

particular, note that all material in the calendar/schedule should be covered; however, the order of 

covered sections can be permuted as seen fit by individual instructors.   

 

Observe that the provided schedules and calendars are tentative and typically may require some 

personal adjustment throughout the semester by each instructor.  The files are in easily editable 

formats, e.g., rtf and xls, so feel free to make any necessary fixes, changes, and/or minor adjustments 

now or during the semester.  Also, feel free to acknowledge any errors encountered, say via email (the 

materials will be immediately ameliorated accordingly).  

 

For those of you allowing (but not illegally requiring) students to submit homework online using 

MyMathLab (MML), you can create and adapt your own MML course with the course ID 

eppler26465.  For students that just want extra practice, they may use the generic course ID slcc28601.  

This version contains all the usual features of MML but does not include any due dates, etc; you must 

set-up your course yourself if you intend to use MML.  You can also give this MML course ID to 

students that just want to use MML for extra practice. 

 

Lastly, I am always happy to discuss the philosophy, present state, and future direction of mathematical 

education.  If you have any defendable suggestions or comments, don’t hesitate to share with me. 

 

Again, thank you for teaching Intermediate Algebra and have a good semester. 

 

Kyle Costello 

kyle.costello@slcc.edu 

 


